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M
Campbell’s General Plan
IDENTIFIES THE COMMUNITY’S
VISION FOR THE FUTURE.

ENVISION CAMPBELL
To prepare a meaningful General Plan, existing conditions must be understood and
documented. This Community Profile summarizes key development patterns, natural
resources, socioeconomic conditions, and
environmental constraints in the city that
must be considered when charting the
course for Campbell’s future.

I

n 2016, the City of Campbell embarked on an effort to
update its General Plan, a long-term policy document
which identifies the community’s vision for the future and provides a framework to guide decisions on

growth, development, and conservation of open space
and resources in a manner consistent with the quality of
life desire by residents and businesses. The City of Campbell’s General Plan Update is a multi-year process that
will include a comprehensive update of the General Plan,
which sets a vision for the future of the city, a Climate Ac-
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The City's new General Plan will
provide the framework for longterm decision making in Campbell
for the next 20 years.
tion Plan, which establishes goals and strategies to reduce greenhouse gases,
and an Environmental Impact Report (EIR), which investigates the possible
impacts of the General Plan Update policy changes to the surrounding physical environment.
To prepare a meaningful General Plan, existing conditions must be understood and documented. This Community Profile summarizes key develop-

For more information, please visit:

ment patterns, natural resources, socioeconomic conditions, and environ-

https://campbell.generalplan.org/

mental constraints in the city that must be considered when charting the
course for Campbell’s future. The Community Profile is a summary of information prepared under separate cover within the project’s Existing Conditions Report. This abbreviated document will be a resource for the community to refer to during and after the General Plan Update process in order to

At the project website, you can access project newsletters and status
reports, the Existing Conditions

understand where Campbell has been and where it’s going. For more detailed

Report and other key deliverables,

information on the topics covered in the Community Profile, we encourage

frequently asked questions, and

you to review the comprehensive Existing Conditions Report.

updates on how to get and stay

Over time, the city’s population and the physical environment in which its

involved.

residents live and work changes. In order for the General Plan to be a useful document, it must be monitored and periodically revised to respond to
and reflect changing conditions and needs. As such, a general plan should be
comprehensively updated approximately every 15-20 years to reflect current
conditions and emerging trends. This effort is the first comprehensive update
to the City’s General Plan since 2001. This General Plan provides the framework for long-term decision making in Campbell for the next 20 years. We
appreciate the community’s participation in this project and look forward to
a bright future for our City.
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Project Background
A general plan is a “constitution” or “blueprint” for the
future physical and economic development of a county
or city. All future planning decisions and project approvals must be consistent with the general plan, including,
but not limited to: Area Plans, Master Plans, subdivisions,
public works projects, public services, and zoning decisions. A general plan has four defining features, as described below.
General
As the name implies, a general plan provides general
guidance for future land use, transportation, infrastructure, environmental, and resource decisions.

THE HISTORY OF
CAMPBELL
Humans are believed to have resided in northern
Santa Clara County for the past 13,000 years, however, modern-day Campbell began to take shape
in the mid-1800s when early settlers crossing the
plains for a better life put down roots in the region.
City settlers grew wheat and barely, established
orchards and vineyards, and raised a range of livestock. There was a large fruit drying yard and three
fruit canneries in town, and the City was known for
many years as the “Orchard City.”

Comprehensive
A general plan covers a wide range of social, economic,
infrastructure, and natural resource issues. There are
seven State mandated topics that general plans must
cover including: land use, circulation, housing, conservation, open space, safety, and noise. The Campbell General Plan Update will include goals, policies and
implementation programs to address the seven state
mandated topics and a range of optional topics, including
economic and fiscal sustainability, community services and facilities, community health and wellness,
sustainability, and implementation.
Long-Range
A general plan provides guidance on achieving a long-

Incorporated in 1952, Campbell is a community of

range vision of the future for a city or county. To reach

approximately 40,000 residents centrally located

this envisioned future, the general plan includes goals,

in Silicon Valley. Nearby communities include San

policies, and implementation programs that address

Jose to the west, east and north, and Los Gatos

both near-term and long-term needs. The City of Camp-

and Saratoga to the south and west. From the

bell General Plan Update will look ahead approximately

mid-1850’s, Campbell was primarily an agricultural

20 years.

production center, with fruits as its major crops.

Integrated and Coherent

By 1950, however, croplands were beginning to be
transformed into residential neighborhoods. Today, Campbell is a suburban and largely built-out
community.

$5

The goals, policies, and implementation programs in
a general plan must present a comprehensive, unified
program for development and resource conservation.
A general plan uses a consistent set of assumptions and
projections to assess future demands for housing, em-

In 1878, Benjamin Campbell sold

ployment, public services, and infrastructure. A general

his land for $5 an acre to a rail-

plan has a coherent set of policies and implementation

road company. By 1887, the first

programs that enables citizens to understand the vision

subdivision was recorded west of
the railroad from Campbell Avenue to the spot where the Water
Tower Plaza now stands today.
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of the general plan, and enables landowners, businesses,
and industry to be more certain about how future planning decisions will be made and implemented.

was also growing at this time, the growth in Campbell
represented a much higher rate of increase compared

2020

nearby communities. While all of Santa Clara County

2010

tion increased by 33%, a level of growth unmatched by

2000

the 1980s. Between 1980 and 1990, the City’s popula-

1990

the 1960s, slowed down in the 1970s, and grew again in

1980

42,000 people. Campbell’s population doubled during
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In 2016, Campbell has a population of approximately
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Campbell, Population Growth, 1960-2015

Source: U.S. Decennial Census, 1960-2010, Community Survey 2010-2015.

to rest of the County, which only grew by 15% during
that same time period. After 1990, Campbell’s growth
rate—like the rest of the County—started to slow, until 2010 when it picked back up following new invest-

Campbell, County of Santa Clara, California,
Median Resident Age, 2000-2015

ment after the Great Recession (both the City’s and the

39

County’s population grew by approximately 8% from

38

2010 to 2016).

37
36

The median age of Campbell residents in 2015 was

35

38.5 years old, which is two years older than the medi-

34

an age of Santa Clara County residents and three years

33

older than the state-wide median. Like the County and
the state, the profile of the City's residents is generally getting older; the average median age for Campbell

32
31
30

residents in 2000 was 35.2.
With an average household size of 2.52 persons per

2000

2010

2015

Campbell

County of Santa Clara

California

Source: U.S. Decennial Census, 2000, 2010, Community Survey 2010-2015.

household in 2015, the City’s average household size is
smaller than the County’s average of 3.02. The average
household size for both the City and County is trending
upwards, albeit at a relatively low pace.
Campbell has a diverse range of housing types. Single family homes are the most prevalent home type
(46%); the remaining housing types include single family attached (13%), duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes
(11%), multi-family apartments with five or more units
(29%), and mobile homes (2%). When compared to Santa Clara County, Campbell has a slightly smaller share
of single family homes (46% for the City versus 53%
for the County), and a higher share of all other homes
types except mobile homes, which means that the
City’s housing stock is more diverse than the County.
Both the City and the County have a strong occupancy
rate of around 95%.

Campbell, County of Santa Clara, Housing Stock
Distribution, 2015
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Campbell

County of Santa Clara

Mobile homes

Multifamily

Duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes

Single family attached

Single family detached
Source: U.S. Census Community Survey 2010-2015.
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LAND USE
C

ampbell is predominantly a built-out
community, with a traditional Downtown in the heart of the city, a natural
creekside trail used by pedestrians and

bicyclists both recreationally and for commuting, a beautiful collection of parks, a community center on a historic campus, a mix of housing
types and a variety of shopping facilities that are
accessible to neighborhoods and employment

THE GENERAL PLAN LAND
USE MAP GRAPHICALLY
REPRESENTS THE GROWTH
AND DEVELOPMENT VISION
FOR THE CITY.

centers. Campbell’s attractive living environment
is enhanced by its central location in the Bay Area,
and extensive regional transportation network
including the Vasona Light Rail. Regional mobility
is important because Campbell’s location affords
residents, visitors and employers convenient access to all parts of the Silicon Valley and the San
Francisco and Monterey Bay Areas. The community also enjoys desirable scenic views of the Santa Cruz Mountain Range to the west and the percolation ponds, Los Gatos Creek County Park, and
the Los Gatos Creek and trail to the South.
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Existing Land Use
When discussing land use, it is important to distinguish between existing land uses and planned land uses as defined
in the General Plan. Existing land uses are those uses that
are on the ground right now, the real development that is
found within the community. General Plan land uses, like
those identified in the current 2001 General Plan, represent the community’s long-term plan for the distribution of
land uses within the City. In most cases, existing land uses
are consistent with the General Plan land uses. However, in
limited areas, the City envisions a different use that what’s
on-the-ground (the existing use); for example, the community may desire an area of outdated corridor commercial
uses to transition to residential or mixed-use development
sometime in the future. These areas of change or inconsistency represent places in the City where the General
Plan needs to provide special policy direction to guide longterm land use and development decisions. The exhibits on
the following pages illustrate Campbell’s existing land use
pattern and the land uses as defined in the City’s adopted/
current General Plan.

On-the-ground (existing) conditions reveal that Campbell
is comprised predominately of residential uses, including
single-family houses and multi-family developments. Single family residential is the dominant land use type in the
city, accounting for 48% of the city’s land area. Multifamily residential refers to parcels that contain more than one
housing unit, and attached structures including duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, condominiums, townhomes,
and apartment buildings. The predominate type of multifamily development is apartment complexes of five or
more units. The majority of non-residential development
acreage in the city is commercial, which includes approximately 3.2 million square feet of building area. Many
of the city’s commercial uses are located in and around
the Downtown core, and along South Bascom, Hamilton,
and Camden Avenues. The City is also home to industrial
uses (3.5 million square feet) and office uses (2.8 million
square feet). The remainder of the City is comprised of
limited agricultural land, institutional uses, parks and
recreational facilities, transportation, communication,
and utilities, and very little vacant urban land.
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Existing and General Plan land uses are different from

In addition to the land use direction provided in the Gen-

the City’s Zoning Ordinance, which includes the Zoning

eral Plan and in the Zoning Ordinance, Campbell also has

Map. The Zoning Ordinance implements the policies of

several major land use plans and special planning areas

the General Plan by specifically classifying and regulating

that oversee the development of their respective plan-

the uses of land and structures within the city. The Zoning

ning areas. These plans act as tools for implementing the

Ordinance is adopted to protect and promote the public

goals and policies of the General Plan through the regula-

health, safety, comfort, convenience, prosperity, and gen-

tion of use, density, height and other design standards to

eral welfare of residents, and businesses in the city and

achieve the overall vision for the selected area.

must be consistent with the General Plan.

1948
EARLY
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1987
MIDDLE

Visual Resources and Community Image
The City of Campbell and the surrounding areas possess numerous visual resources that contribute to Campbell’s
community image. Many scenic resources are found in the natural areas within the unincorporated areas of Santa
Clara County, while within Campbell visual resources include natural parks and trails, creek corridors, as well as defining visual elements within the city including trees, landscaping, and structures. These resources enhance the quality
of life for Campbell residents, and provide for outdoor recreational, and tourist-generating uses.

2016
NOW
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ECONOMICS &
FISCAL CONDITIONS
T

he first half of this section focuses on economics, and provides a snapshot of
the attributes of businesses in Campbell, the quantities and types of jobs in
Campbell and of Campbell’s residents, commuting patterns, and retail spending patterns. A comparison to the larger San Jose-Santa Clara-Sunnyvale Met-

ropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) , and in some cases the State overall, is included for several demographic variables. It should be noted that, to the extent possible, the current
state overview reflects 2016 estimates from industry-standard data sources.
The second half of this section looks at the City's fiscal conditions; the objective is to
provide a common understanding of how the City incurs costs and derives revenue,
how these both relate to the various City departments, and the potential implications of
these dynamics on future development, as it pertains to the City’s General Plan Update.

There are few vacant parcels left in Campbell and
those are relatively small, which makes it difficult
to assemble parcels into large enough areas to
develop larger new residential and/or non-residential projects on undeveloped land. This reality
will force existing property owners to more
carefully weigh the current profitability of existing
buildings against the potential additional profit
and risk of demolishing those uses to develop
higher and better use opportunities.
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES PER BUSINESS

Economic Base
Campbell’s economic base consists primarily of
small or medium-sized firms, as opposed to large
corporate users. This is Campbell’s current com-

Campbell

petitive position, which is one that is unlikely to
change in the near future. Employers with more
than 100 workers comprise only 15% of the city’s

San Jose-Santa Clara-Sunnyvale Metropolitan Statistical Area

jobs, indicating that Campbell’s primary economic base consists of small or medium-sized
companies. Similarly, the average number of employees per business establishment in Campbell

Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online. Prepared by New Economics & Advisory, September 2016.

(9 employees per business) is lower than the region, which averages 15.

Employment Composition
An evaluation of the employment composition in the city has revealed that the manufacturing sector in Campbell is
relatively anemic, as compared to several neighboring jurisdictions and the region overall. About twice as many city
residents work in the manufacturing sector as there are jobs in that sector within the city. Manufacturing is the largest
employment sector in the region, but it has not experienced much growth in the last several years and has a low concentration within Campbell, relative to the region. Conversely, the number of retail sector employees within the city is
more than twice the number of city residents that are employed within the retail sector. The employment sector with
the highest concentration within Campbell relative to the region is the construction sector. This sector has also seen
fairly strong growth during the past several years, though it is not as large a sector within the region as some others.

Employment by Sector: Campbell Residents and Jobs in Campbell, 2016
Ag/Forestry/Fishing/Hunting, Mining
Public Admin, Educ Svcs
Admin/Support/Waste, Utils, Svcs, Other
Accomm/Food Svcs, Arts/Ent/Rec
Information
Whlsle Trade, Transp/Wrhse
Construction
Finance/Ins, Real Estate
Manufacturing
Professional/Tech Services, Mgmnt/Ent
Health Care/Social Assist
Retail Trade
0

500

1,000

1,500

Jobs in Campbell

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

Campbell Residents' Employment

Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online. Prepared by New Economics & Advisory, September 2016.
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Where Campbell Residents Work, 2014

San Francisco
Livermore
Hayward
Redwood City

Santa Clara

San Jose

Campbell

The highlighted cities represent where Campbell
residents work; the darker the color, the more
Campbell residents that work there.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2016. OnTheMap Application. Longitudinal-Employer Household Dynamics Program, 2014.

Commute Patters
Campbell imports 40% of its workforce from neighbouring San Jose, while 29% of employed Campbell residents commute to San Jose for work. Other primary commute
destinations for Campbell residents include Santa Clara, Sunnyvale, and Mountain
View. Only 6% of Campbell residents actually work in Campbell; the remainder
commute to other employment destinations. Commute modes and times for Campbell residents are very similar to the region, with nearly 84% driving alone and 56%
having commutes of 10-29 minutes.
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Industry Trends
Retail spending patterns of Campbell households are proportionally similar

Average Household Income: Campbell,
Region, California, 2016

to those of households in the region, though slightly lower due to moderately lower average household incomes.
The office, retail, and industrial/flex sectors in Campbell have experienced
steady increases occupancy levels and rising rents for the last several years,
indicating strength in the commercial real estate sector. However, residential growth and employment levels in Campbell and the surrounding area
are likely to continue to increase over the next 20 years. Should the City
feel that employment growth needs to keep pace with residential growth,
the City may need to consider increasing the supply of available new office

$
CAMPBELL

$110,500

and industrial/flex "workspace" in order to provide adequate high-quality employment opportunities for local residents and area workers. Based
on existing residential and employment growth trends, there may be a demand for up to 600,000 square feet of new office and industrial flex space in
Campbell by 2040. The General Plan will explore a range of options to meet
the needs of a growing and changing workforce in Campbell.
Capital improvements and renovations to Downtown Campbell and the
Pruneyard have made these areas very desirable for businesses and have
improved the image of the city. Rental rates in these areas have performed
favorably as compared to the rest of the city, and some real estate professionals have expressed that Downtown Campbell is now more appealing

$
REGION

$127,500

than other Downtowns in nearby jurisdictions.
Property values in Campbell have steadily increased over the past several
years, as have property values in neighboring cities. Although residential
developers in the region have expressed an interest in exploring new development opportunities in Campbell, they have cited the City’s maximum
residential densities (with the maximum being 27 du/acre) as a factor which
discourages such investment. Research has revealed that the City of Campbell does have densities lower than in some surrounding cities. When land
prices are high, developers look to maximize the number of units that can
be built per acre in order to realize a strong return on investment. In order to encourage the development of housing which in turn would help the

$
CALIFORNIA

$90,800

City realize affordable housing production through an inclusionary housing
program, the City may want to explore potential increases in allowed residential density levels in some areas of Campbell. The pros and cons of this
approach will be explored as part of the General Plan Update.

Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online. Prepared
by New Economics & Advisory, September 2016.

Campbell’s office market is characterized by a large inventory of multi-tenant buildings that are well positioned to attract start-ups, boutique professional services, and some industrial/commercial users. Campbell is not perceived as an area for large or growing firms. Real estate brokers confirmed
that Campbell’s office and industrial/flex space is made up of relatively
small spaces that are not suited for growing and/or larger users. However,
the city’s current role as a place for start-up companies and boutique professional firms appears to be an ongoing successful role for the city.
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Total General Fund Operating Revenue, Campbell, FY15/16
Source: City of Campbell FY15-16 Operating and Capital Budget prepared by New Economics & Advisory, October 2016.

Rents & Leases, 5%
Licenses & Permits, 5%

Franchise Fees, 6%
Sales Taxes, 31%

Charges for Services, 9%

Hotel Taxes, 9%

Other Revenue, 11%
Property Taxes, 24%

Fiscal Conditions
Campbell’s budget prognosis is positive, with steadily increasing revenues in recent years and stable costs. These
dynamics are expected to continue into the near future.
A recent study commissioned by the City indicates that
Campbell’s annual General Fund expenditures are relatively low (per capita) as compared to other comparable cities.
The City’s Finance Department has been tracking historical trends and pro-actively maintaining internal projections
to anticipate potential budgetary issues. The City closely
monitors changes in expenses and revenues and reviews
potential areas of concern by looking far out into the future.
Although costs and revenues are expected to be relatively stable, certain cost items may present some difficulty
in the future, and the City is actively considering shifting some resources in order to cover and mitigate these
costs. Rising health care and retirement costs for City
employees, some deferred infrastructure maintenance
(especially roadway), and IT equipment upgrades are expected to present major cost increases going forward. In
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addition, citywide facilities (such as City Hall, the library,
and/or Community Center) may require expansion and/
or renovation to accommodate a growing population over
time. Development impact fees and other local fee programs help cities provide infrastructure improvements
and maintain high levels of public services. As part of the
General Plan Update, the City may want to revisit its existing fee programs and fee structures, and potentially explore new programs, in order to continue to provide high
quality and responsive public services and infrastructure.
Campbell, like many other cities and counties in California,
faces significant challenges in maintaining existing roads.
While funding for road maintenance is handled primarily
outside of the General Fund, this issue is acknowledged
here because future growth will rely upon existing roads
(as the City is largely built out and will not experience
growth through the development of vacant land). The enactment of the County’s Measure B (a ½ cent sales tax) is
expected to provide a major increase in annual funding
for street maintenance, but new development will need
to fund its proportionate share of impacts on City roads.

Total General Fund Operating Expenditures, Campbell, FY15/16
Source: City of Campbell FY15-16 Operating and Capital Budget prepared by New Economics & Advisory, October 2016.

Community
Development, 6%

Administration, 9%

Police Services, 33%

Non-Departmental, 11%

Public Works, 12%

Fire Services, 16%
Recreation & Community
Services, 13%

Funding for road upgrades and maintenance will likely

As a largely “built-out” City, Campbell’s ability to capture

continue to be a challenge going forward. The City has

additional sales tax and/ or property tax revenues from

relied upon a combination of road fees, impact fees, and

expanding the size of the City is limited. If Campbell is to

General Fund Capital Improvement Program Reserves

grow, it must do so through intensification rather than

(CIPR) to move toward the desired Pavement Condition

through expanding its footprint. Snapshot analysis of tar-

Index level for the City’s road network as a whole. In turn,

geted areas within the city indicate that shopping centers

some street maintenance staffing positions are funded

that have recently experienced some revitalization (such

through Gas Tax revenues (which are actually outside

as the Pruneyard) are producing higher property tax

the General Fund). The City’s current adopted budget in-

revenues per acre and have seen significantly greater in-

cludes $1.7 million in street maintenance projects. Going

creases in property tax generation than centers that have

forward, an annual level of about $2.5 million would be

not undergone recent revitalization efforts.

needed to reach and hold the desired Pavement Condition Index level. To reach this level, additional funding or
a reallocation of existing funding, would be needed.

Campbell’s taxable retail sales (per capita) are lower than
other comparable cities in the region, indicating some
level of retail leakage to other areas. As a major driver

Property taxes and sales taxes are by far the largest

of revenue, sales tax is an important asset to any City.

sources of revenue for the City, accounting for 55 percent

Because Campbell has a limited ability to develop new re-

of total General Fund revenues. Both of these sources are

tail on undeveloped land, strategic opportunities should

relatively stable (although each can be affected in differ-

be considered for retail in order to maintain its favorable

ent ways based on changing macroeconomic conditions).

budgetary status.
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PARKS, RECREATION,
		& OPEN SPACE
The City's goal is to provide 3 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents plus an additional 1 acre of school recreational facilities
per 1,000 residents.

P

arks, trails, and recreational facilities in the City
of Campbell are managed and maintained by the
Recreation and Community Services Department
and the Public Works Department. The City provides a wide range of recreational facilities, which include
amenities and features such as sports parks, playgrounds,
dog parks, trails, pools, amphitheaters, community gardens, and other passive and active recreational amenities and facilities. Additionally, the City-owned facilities
in Campbell are complimented by regional open space,
trails, and other recreational facilities that are managed
and maintained by other public agencies and organizations. Campbell residents enjoy access to these facilities
through a range of leases, joint-use agreements, and other arrangements established by the City to expand local
access to recreational services and facilities.

City Parks
The City of Campbell categorizes its parks into four categories: Community Parks, Neighborhood Parks, Passive
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Parks, and Special Open Space Facilities. Each type of
park is characterized by scale, varying amenities, and the
neighborhoods they serve. Campbell has five community
parks, two neighborhood parks, four passive parks, and
two special open space facilities.
Community parks: Community parks are designed and
maintained to serve the entire community. Amenities
may include sports facilities, including basketball courts,
ball fields, swimming pools, recreation buildings and other special use facilities. Additional amenities may include
meeting rooms, gymnasiums, locker rooms and group
picnic areas.
Neighborhood parks: Neighborhood parks are intended primarily to serve a small portion of the city and are
usually within a comfortable walking and biking distance
from residences. They may contain amenities such as
playgrounds, picnic facilities, natural/landscaped areas
and multi-use open fields.

Passive parks: Passive parks are small play areas and

comprise more than 53 acres and are maintained by San-

landscaped open spaces less than an acre in size. They

ta Clara County. The Hacienda Percolation Ponds, which

are designed to provide recreation and aesthetic bene-

are located near the Winchester Boulevard / W. Hacienda

fit, primarily in areas of high population density or com-

Avenue intersection, is one of six facilities owned and op-

mercial areas with high pedestrian use. Amenities may

erated by the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD).

include children's playgrounds, plazas, turf, picnic areas,
benches and special features.
Special open space facilities: Special open space facilities include the Campbell Historical Museum and the
Campbell Civic Center. These facilities do not qualify as
neighborhood parks, community parks, or recreation facilities under the Quimby Act.

Regional Parks
The City is also home to several regionally-owned and
maintained facilities, which includes the Santa Clara County Parklands, Santa Clara Valley Water District groundwater recharge facilities, and lands owned by the Santa
Clara County Open Space Authority. The Los Gatos Creek

Trails
Trails are a key factor in the development of a city-wide
green space network of parks, trails, open space, and
recreation facilities. The Los Gatos Creek Trail is operated by the County of Santa Clara Park Department, City of
Campbell, Town of Los Gatos and the City of San Jose. The
Los Gatos Creek Trail spans 11.2 miles and passes through
several cities between San Jose and Lexington Reservoir.
The Campbell section of the trail includes a paved walkway approximately three miles in length, including a twomile par course loop. The City of Campbell is responsible
for maintenance and trail use from the Bascom Avenue
under crossing to Los Gatos Creek County Park.

County Trail and Los Gatos Creek County Park together
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CIRCULATION
DRIVE

BIKE

WALK

RIDE

T

he Current General Plan includes focused

more transportation capacity for Campbell’s residents

direction on how the City can provide and

and employees. Campbell is also surrounded by San José

ensure coordinated land use and transpor-

and Los Gatos and therefore has little control over the

tation planning in the region, while still pro-

regional traffic on its major thoroughfares. Improving

moting a balanced and functional circu-

the efficiency of the overall transportation

lation system that satisfies the needs

system will be achieved by enhancing trav-

of all users including bicyclists, pedestrians, transit users and persons with
disabilities. The primary travel mode in
Campbell is the private automobile (84

HOW DO
PEOPLE GET
AROUND?

el by walking, bicycle, and transit modes.
This approach is consistent SB 743 (signed
on September 27, 2013) with vehicle miles
of travel (VMT) replacing roadway oper-

percent of Campbell residents with a

ations described with vehicle level of ser-

job commuted to work alone). Since the

vice (LOS) as the sole basis for identifying

roadway system is mostly built-out, widening existing

significant transportation impacts under the California

or adding new roadways is not a viable way to provide

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

New transportation technologies in the City of Campbell include Transportation
Network Companies (TNCs), such as Uber and Lyft and autonomous (driverless)
vehicles. Census data, which previously did not inquire about TNC usage, may

TRANSIT SERVICE
Transit service in Campbell and

provide insight in future years into the number of commute trips taken using
TNCs, their effect on mode shifts away from driving alone, traditional carpooling,

the surrounding communities is

taxis, bicycling, or transit, and the amount of induced travel they generate.

provided by the Santa Clara Valley

Self-driving (autonomous) vehicles similarly could have an impact on mode share,

Transportation Authority (VTA).

travel behavior, and roadway operations when they are added to the vehicle mix

VTA provides express and local

in the coming years. Autonomous vehicles (AVs) will be available within five to ten

bus and light rail service. There are

years; however, given normal fleet turnover rates, AVs will not represent a high

four community bus routes, five

percentage of vehicles on the road for several decades. The transition period,

regular bus routes, one express

when streets carry large numbers of both conventional and autonomous vehi-

bus route, one limited bus stop

cles, will involve complex interactions and require new informed analysis meth-

route, and one light rail transit

ods and professional judgment to address conflicts and benefits. AV interactions

route serving Campbell.

with pedestrians and cyclists will also require careful planning and design.

PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES

Campbell has many amenities that make walking an important and accessible mode of travel, including level terrain,
temperate weather, and numerous destinations that are attractive to walkers. Many of the City’s destinations are connected by the Los Gatos Creek Trail and a system of on-street sidewalks provided along all major streets in the City of
Campbell. Only a few locations along Campbell’s arterials and commercial/industrial collectors lack sidewalks. The City
of Campbell has recently invested in pedestrian infrastructure in the greater Downtown area. Many of these investments were guided by the East Campbell Avenue Master Plan, adopted in 2007. Campbell’s Downtown is a particularly
attractive destination for pedestrians, with the Civic Center complex, the Campbell Public Library, parks, and a commercial area that includes dining, several small retail businesses, and a popular Sunday farmer’s market. While the
Downtown area is generally walkable, some challenges to pedestrian comfort and safety remain, including high-speed
traffic that makes crossing Civic Center Drive and Orchard City Drive, the two one-way streets that parallel Campbell
Avenue through Downtown, difficult. The City of Campbell is currently developing a Downtown-focused Transportation
Improvement Plan that will address pedestrian access on these streets.

BICYCLE FACILITIES

The City of Campbell has a bicycle facilities network that provides dedicated and shared street space for bicycling. Many
people in the general population are willing to ride bicycles for recreation, particularly on paths that are separated from
vehicle traffic like the Los Gatos Creek Trail. People differ substantially, however, in their readiness to use bicycles for
transportation. Campbell’s existing bicycle commute mode share of 2 percent indicates that the streets in Campbell and in
adjacent cities currently primarily serve the needs and skills of experienced riders. Improvements to bicycle facilities and
traffic calming may encourage a larger share of the population to ride bicycles for transportation.
The Santa Clara Countywide Bicycle Plan synthesizes other local and County plans into a comprehensive 20-year
cross-county bicycle corridor network and expenditure plan (May 2008). The long-range countywide transportation plan
and the means by which projects compete for funding and prioritization are documented in the Valley Transportation Plan
(VTP) 2040 (adopted in 2014). VTA has adopted the Santa Clara Countywide Bicycle Plan (CBP, June 2008), which is a planned
bicycle network of 24 routes of countywide or intercity significance, two of which travel through the City of Campbell.
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		UTILITIES &
COMMUNITY SERVICES
T

he provision of adequate utilities and community services is vital to maintaining a high quality of life in Campbell. This section addresses the provision of
utilities in the City, including water, wastewater (sewer), stormwater and drainage, solid waste, schools and libraries, and energy and natural gas.

Water

Wastewater

Stormwater

Solid Waste

Schools and
Libraries

Energy and
Natural Gas
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The San Jose Water Company (SJWC) provides the water supply for potable water and fire suppression
in the City. Most of their service area, including the City of Campbell, is built-out and new development is primarily urban infill projects. The SJWC has three sources of potable water supply: ground-

Water

water, imported treated surface water, and local surface water. Non-potable recycled water is a fourth
and growing source of supply. The SJWC maintains a current Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP),
which was last updated in 2015. The purpose of the SJWC UWMP is to ensure efficient use of urban
water supplies in the SJWC service area and promote conservation. The UWMP discusses not only the
availability of water but also water use, supply reliability, and water conservation activities. The 2015
UWMP indicates SJWC has adequate water supply plans to meet demand forecasts, even for multiple
dry years.

Wastewater services in Campbell require a system of pipes and facilities owned and maintained by
several entities, including private landowners, the City of Campbell, the West Valley Sanitation District
(WVSD), and the San Jose-Santa Clara Regional Wastewater Facility (RWF). In total, the WVSD provides
approximately 44,500 connections serving a population of nearly 108,000 people. The wastewater
collection system is comprised of 415 miles of sewer main and 210 miles of sewer lateral. The RWF has
immediate and long-term improvements to ensure current and future needs are met. The 2013 Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan indicates the cost of capital improvements through 2040 will be
$2.2 billion. Despite a steady increase in the population served by the RWF, influent wastewater flows
have decreased over the past 15 years due to the loss of industry and increased water conservation.
This same trend is common throughout the Bay Area. However, flows are expected to increase in the

Wastewater

been in operation since 1956 and aging pipes, pumps, concrete and electrical systems are all in need of

future as new homes are built in and around San José. To address existing and future capacity deficiencies, the WVSD maintains a 5-Year CIP and a forecasted 10-year CIP which identify future system

Image copyright: Vecteezy.com

upgrades. The most recent CIP (March 2016) does not include any projects within the City of Campbell.
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The Santa Clara Valley Water District is responsible for balancing flood protection needs with the protection of natural watercourses and habitat in the Santa Clara Valley. The Clean, Safe Creeks and Natural Flood Protection (CSC) Plan was approved by Santa Clara County voters in November 2000 to create
a countywide special parcel tax to accomplish the following four goals:
100-year flood protection for homes, schools, businesses, and transportation;

•

Clean, safe water in Santa Clara County creeks and bays;

•

Healthy creek and bay ecosystems; and

•

Trails, parks, and open space along waterways.

Los Gatos Creek runs 24 miles from the Santa Cruz Mountains through the Santa Clara Valley until its
confluence with the Guadalupe River in Downtown San Jose. It flows from Loma Prieta northwesterly
to Lake Elsman, then northward into the Lexington Reservoir, through Los Gatos Canyon and through

Stormwater

•

the town of Los Gatos and the Vasona Reservoir, and then northeasterly through Campbell and San
Jose. The Los Gatos Creek Trail runs along the river from Lexington Reservoir to the Guadalupe River
near Downtown San Jose and is popular among local hikers and bicyclists.

THE ADEQUATE PROVISION
OF SERVICES IS VITAL
TO MAINTAINING A HIGH
QUALITY OF LIFE

West Valley Collection and Recycling, LLC, a private garbage collection company, provides residential
(single family and multi-family) and commercial garbage, recycling, and green waste collection services
within and outside of the city limits. Residents may also haul their own refuse directly to the Guadalupe
Rubbish Company in San Jose; this facility accepts municipal solid waste, construction and demolition
debris, non-liquid industrial waste, and green materials.
The California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939 and SB 1322) requires every city and
county in the state to prepare a Source Reduction and Recycling Element (SRRE) to its Solid Waste Man-

Solid Waste

agement Plan that identifies how each jurisdiction will meet mandatory state waste diversion goals.
The purpose of AB 939 and SB 1322 is to “reduce, recycle, and re-use solid waste generated in the state
to the maximum extent feasible.” Adopted in 1992, the Campbell SRRE is a comprehensive 10-year
plan describing how the City will achieve the waste diversion requirements established by AB 939 and
SB 1322. The SRRE addresses: waste characterization, source reduction, recycling, composting, solid
waste facility capacity, education and public information, funding, special waste, and integration.
The City of Campbell has complied with State requirements to reduce the volume of solid waste through
recycling and reuse of solid waste, although both the per capita waste generation rate and the total
annual disposal tonnage in Campbell has been trending upward consistently from 2010 through 2015.
The City’s per capita disposal target rates are 5.2 and 8.3 pounds per person per day for residents
and employees, respectively. The City’s per capita disposal rate is below the target rate established by
CalRecycle.
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The City of Campbell is served by the Campbell Union School District (Pre-K-5 and K-5 elementary
schools and 5-8 middle schools), the Campbell Union High School District (9-12 high schools), the Moreland School District (MSD), and the Cambrian School District (K through middle school). The MSD operates four public schools which serve the City of Campbell, all of which are located in the City of San Jose,
and the Cambrian School District has two schools that serve Campbell students east of Highway 17.

The Campbell Library is part of the Santa Clara County Library District system. This enables the relatively small Campbell Library to access all of the other libraries that are part of the Santa Clara County
Library system to obtain information not found in the Campbell Library, which has been requested by
customers. Over the past few years, the City has commissioned the preparation of studies to assess
the need for new or expanded Library facilities to meet the existing and future needs of Campbell's
residents. These studies have suggested a range of options, including the construction of new facilities,

Schools and Libraries

In 1967, the citizens of Campbell passed a bond for the construction of a new library building. The
Campbell Library is the only public library located in the City of Campbell. The library includes an
approximately 24,000 square feet facility, and has a service population of approximately 50,000 people. The Library also offers discussion groups, lectures, author appearances, classes, travel programs,
children's programs, and story-times for infants to school-age children to help them develop their
language, motor, and creative skills.

or the expansion and renovation of the existing Library.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) provides electrical and natural gas service to residences

Energy and Natural Gas

and businesses throughout the City of Campbell. Infrastructure to deliver electricity and natural gas
throughout Campbell is currently in place. PG&E generally can provide these services to newer development on request.
Silicon Valley Clean Energy (SVCE) was established in March 2016 to provide residents and businesses
with a new choice to the traditional utility model: a community controlled power supply that offers
electricity from cleaner energy sources at competitive rates, through the creation of a new, nonprofit
public agency. The cities of Campbell, Cupertino, Morgan Hill, Mountain View, Saratoga and Sunnyvale
have taken their commitment to protecting our climate even further by voting to enroll their municipal
electricity accounts in Silicon Valley Clean Energy’s optional GreenPrime program starting April 2017.
The electricity in these communities to run city-owned facilities, parks, and streetlights, will come from
100% renewable sources like wind and solar.
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HAZARDS, NOISE, AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

I

ssues and topics related to hazards, noise, and climate change within the city
and region are discussed in this section. Some of these hazards may be naturally
induced, such as wildfire hazards. Other health and safety hazards may be the
result of natural hazards, which are exacerbated by human activity, such as de-

velopment in areas prone to flooding. Additional hazards are entirely human-made,
including exposure to hazardous materials, and noise.

Hazardous Materials and Waste
If improperly treated, stored, transported, or disposed of, hazardous material may

Hazards can be naturally
induced, the result of natu-

either cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in
serious, irreversible, or incapacitating irreversible illness or pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health and safety or the environment. Hazardous

ral hazards exacerbated by

materials are mainly present because of industries involving chemical by-products

human activity, or entirely

from manufacturing, petrochemicals, and hazardous building materials. Hazardous

human-made. This section

waste is the subset of hazardous materials that has been abandoned, discarded, or

explores these issues.

recycled and is not properly contained, including contaminated soil or groundwater.
There are no hazardous materials release sites in the City, nor are there any active
leaking underground storage tanks. The City is home to 20 permitted underground
storage tanks, with no known associated safety issues. There are 19 locations in Campbell identified as Water Board Clean-up Sites, 10 of which have open cases and 9 of
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which have undergone clean-up. There is one closed solid
waste facility in Campbell, which is inspected quarterly.
The City will continue to monitor these cases to ensure all
safety measures and improvements are implemented as
required by local, state, and federal regulations.

Flooding
Flooding is a temporary increase in water flow that overtops the banks of a river, stream, or drainage channel to
inundate adjacent areas not normally covered by water.
Campbell is primarily a suburban community with few
undeveloped areas where storm water can percolate into
the ground. Additionally, paving further reduces infiltration and increases surface runoff, which can increase the
risk of localized flooding. Localized flooding may occur in
low spots or where infrastructure is unable to accommodate peak flows during a storm event. In most cases, localized flooding dissipates quickly after heavy rain ceases.

Noise
Acoustics is the science of sound. Sound may be thought
of as mechanical energy of a vibrating object transmitted by pressure waves through a medium to human (or
animal) ears. If the pressure variations occur frequently enough (at least 20 times per second), then they can
be heard and are called sound. The number of pressure
variations per second is called the frequency of sound,
and is expressed as cycles per second or Hertz (Hz).
Noise is a subjective reaction to different types of
sounds. Noise is typically defined as (airborne) sound
that is loud, unpleasant, unexpected or undesired, and
may therefore be classified as a more specific group of
sounds. Perceptions of sound and noise are highly subjective from person to person. The effects of noise on
people can be placed in three categories:
•

dissatisfaction;

Only a small portion of Campbell is subject to flooding,
generally along the natural creeks and drainages that

•

that are subject to flooding.

Interference with activities such as speech, sleep,
and learning; and

traverse the area. Los Gatos Creek and San Tomas Aquino Creek are the most prominent drainages in the City

Subjective effects of annoyance, nuisance, and

•

Physiological effects such as hearing loss or sudden startling.

Dam Inundation

An important way of predicting a human reaction to a

Earthquakes centered close to a dam are typically the

new noise environment is the way it compares to the

most likely cause of dam failure. There are two dams

existing environment to which one has adapted: the so-

that have the potential to inundate portions of the City of

called ambient noise level. In general, the more a new

Campbell in the event of dam failure including: the Aus-

noise exceeds the previously existing ambient noise lev-

trian Dam (Lake Elsman), and the Lenihan Dam (Lexing-

el, the less acceptable the new noise will be judged by

ton Reservoir). These dams do not have a history of dam

those hearing it. Campbell has three major noise gener-

failure; however, these dams are identified as having the

ators: traffic, the railroad/trains, and fixed nose sources

potential to inundate habitable portions of the city in the

(parking lots, loading docks, parks, schools, and other

unlikely event of dam failure. The Santa Clara Valley Water

commercial/retail uses). To understand their impact on

District’s Dam Safety Program recognizes the catastroph-

the community, the City has undertaken a community

ic nature of potential dam failure and operates a compre-

noise survey, the results of which are documented in

hensive dam safety program to protect the public.

the General Plan Existing Conditions Report. The results

The Dam Safety Program includes four main compo-

of the community noise survey indicate that existing

nents; periodic special engineering studies; surveillance and monitoring program; routine inspections and
maintenance activities; and, maintaining emergency response and preparedness plans.

transportation (traffic) noise sources were the major
contributor of noise observed during daytime hours,
especially during vehicle pass-bys. Issues related to all
noise generators will be addressed in the General Plan.
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Climate Change and Resiliency
Over the next century, increasing atmospheric greenhouse plans, regulations, and implementing decisions, they play
gas (GHG) concentrations are expected to cause a variety an important role in developing climate change strategies
of changes to local climate conditions, including sea level including resiliency planning and adaptation. Guidance
rise (SLR) and storm surge in areas near the San Francisco about the steps involved in an adaptation planning process
Bay (the Bay), increased riverine flooding throughout San- and adaptation tools are available to local governments by
ta Clara County, and higher temperatures more frequently recent documents such as the California Adaptation Plan(leading to extreme heat events and wildfires), particularly ning Guide, and the County of Santa Clara Office of Sustaininland. These climate variables
ability Silicon Valley 2.0 Climate
Over
the
next
century,
increases
in
GHG
con(and associated threats) are
Adaptation Guidebook, which
projected to impact critical
serves as a sourcebook of clicentrations are expected to cause a variety of
assets throughout the Valley,
mate adaptation solutions
changes to local climate conditions.
including regionally significant
and opportunities to be purhighways, water and wastewater treatment plants, elec- sued collectively by cities in partnership with each other,
tricity substations, technology campuses and other em- the County, and key agencies and stakeholders to realize
ployment centers, agriculture, homes, vulnerable popula- greater benefits for the region’s climate preparedness and
tions, and ecosystems. Because local governments largely general quality of life than might otherwise be achieved by
determine the shape of development through land-use individual actions. Potential impacts are described below.

Sea-Level Rise (SLR):
Rising sea levels will directly impact coastal development, infrastructure, and habitats. Local
impacts of SLR include
temporary flooding (especially in combination
with storm surge) and
permanent inundation.
While the Bay Area will
experience direct impacts from seal level
rise, the City of Campbell would not be directly impacted, due to the
city’s location relative to
the San Francisco Bay.

Wildfires: Wildfires are
a result of conditions
affected by interactions
between primary variables
(precipitation,
temperature) and other
factors. Wildfires are
unplanned, natural occurring fires and pose
a great threat to life
and property, particularly when they move
from forest or range
and into developed areas. Climate change is
projected to increase
the frequency of wildfire events, the extent
of burn areas, and the
length of wildfire seasons. The City is not in
an area where an increased fire threat from
climate change is predicted, due to its urban
nature and surrounding
urban uses. However,
the city may experience
other local impacts from
increased wildfires in
surrounding areas including impacts to local
air quality.
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Extreme Heat: Temperature is directly affected
by changes in global atmospheric and oceanic
temperatures. The Bay
Area is expected to experience longer, more
frequent, and more severe heat waves in the
future, but like annual
changes, these changes
are somewhat variable
across the region. Daytime and night-time temperature is projected to
increase during extreme
heat events in both
summer and winter. The
frequency of extreme
heat days is predicted
to increase dramatically
by mid- and end-of-century as compared to the
historical frequency of
4 days of extreme heat,
per year on average.

Riverine
Flooding:
Precipitation
change
is directly affected by
changes in global atmospheric and oceanic
temperatures. Riverine
flooding—a secondary
climate
variable—occurs when heavy rainfall
causes rivers or creeks
to overtop their banks
and inundate surrounding areas. Future riverine flooding trends
in the County will be
influenced by changes
in precipitation. While
overall annual precipitation is not projected to
change by mid-century,
increased precipitation
is projected to occur
in winter with more
frequent and stronger storms. While local
flooding is possible, the
City may be less prone
to flood occurrences
when compared to surrounding areas due to
local drainage patterns.

Drought: A drought is
a period of abnormally dry weather which
persists long enough to
produce a serious hydrologic imbalance. The
severity of the drought
depends on the degree
of moisture deficiency,
the duration of the dry
spell, and the size of the
affected area. Periods
of drought are projected to increase with climate change and may
increase subsidence risk
due to reduced groundwater recharge, and extraction causing aquifer
depletion.

Seismic and Geologic Hazards
Seismic hazards include both rupture (surface and subsurface) along active faults and
ground shaking, which can occur over wider areas. Ground shaking, produced by various tectonic phenomena, is the principal source of seismic hazards in areas devoid of
active faults. All areas of the state are subject to some level of seismic ground shaking.
Other potential hazards associated with seismic activity in Campbell include liquefaction, erosion, expansive soils, landslides, subsidence, and corrosivity.
Faults are distinguished as active (has had surface displacement within the last 11,000
years), potentially active (displacement between 1.6 million and 11,000 years ago), or
inactive (no evidence of displacement within the past 1.6 million years). One known
active or potentially active fault, the Cascade Fault, traverses the southwestern portion of the city. The Cascade Fault originates along the eastern edge of Los Gatos and
continues parallel with the Santa Cruz Mountains generally until it reaches western
Mountain View City. Seismologic evidence suggests that the Cascade fault may produce earthquakes as large as magnitude 6.7. Additionally, there are numerous active
faults located in the regional vicinity of Campbell.

SILICON VALLEY 2.0 CLIMATE ADAPTATION GUIDEBOOK
The Silicon Valley 2.0 Project (SV 2.0 Project) is an extensive regional effort, designed and managed by the Santa Clara
County Office of Sustainability, and funded by the State of California’s Strategic Growth Council, to minimize the anticipated impacts of climate change within the boundary of Santa Clara County including the 15 cities of: Campbell, Cupertino, Gilroy, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills, Los Gatos, Milpitas, Monte Sereno, Morgan Hill, Mountain View, Palo Alto, San Jose,
Santa Clara, Saratoga, and Sunnyvale; and the unincorporated portions of the County. The SV 2.0 Climate Adaptation
Guidebook (Guidebook) helps establish a proactive framework for Santa Clara County and its member cities, agencies,
and other stakeholders, to work together to help prepare the region for the anticipated impacts of climate change in the
short, mid, and long term.
The Guidebook is not designed as a “plan” to be adopted by one or many jurisdictions, but rather intends to provide a
recommended set of strategies that can be taken on by individual agencies, groups of cities, and/or regional partnerships.
The Guidebook provides information on climate change science, the unique situation for Silicon Valley, findings from
research and analysis efforts, and key climate adaptation strategies organized by category, and includes the following
chapters:
Chapter 1: SV 2.0 Project genesis and goals, existing planning and policy context, project process (stakeholder engagement, etc.), and instructions on how to use the Guidebook.
Chapter 2: Project methodology, including expected climate changes and historic weather event impacts, definitions for
asset sectors (shoreline protection, buildings + properties, communications, ecosystems, energy, public health, solid +
hazardous waste, transportation, and water + wastewater) and primary and secondary climate variables (sea level rise,
storm surge, riverine flooding, wildfire, extreme heat), economic consequence analysis, and details on the SV 2.0 Decision
Support Tool.
Chapter 3: Set of instructions on how to best navigate and use the recommended adaptation strategies followed by nine
asset sectors. Organized by asset sector and ordered by climate variable, the sections outline: results of climate change
vulnerability and economic consequence analysis, regional adaptation strategies and initiatives, implementation and
coordination recommendations, precedents, and resources.
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CONSERVATION & 			
NATURAL RESOURCES

T

he city’s natural resources form an important part of its unique character and
quality of life. In an effort to identify and
understand the key natural resources

of the city, this section addresses cultural and
historic resources, air quality, and biological
resources in Campbell and how these valuable
pieces of the community can be preserved and
protected for future generations.
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THE CITY’S NATURAL
RESOURCES FORM AN
IMPORTANT PART OF ITS
UNIQUE CHARACTER AND
QUALITY OF LIFE.

Cultural and Historic Resources
The City's cultural and historic resources are defined as buildings, sites,
structures, or objects that may have historical, architectural, archaeological,
cultural, or scientific importance. Preservation of the city’s cultural heritage
should be considered when planning for the future.
Two hundred and eighteen buildings, landmarks, and historic districts are listed on the City of Campbell Landmarks, Historic Districts and Other Historic
Properties File (updated April 14, 2015). One hundred and fifty-nine buildings
within the City are identified on the Santa Clara County Historic Property Data
File Directory. The Northwest Information Center identifies 37 historic buildings in the City. Many resources appear on multiple directories. The City's list of
landmarks, historic districts, and other historic properties identifies 71 potentially eligible historic properties that are not yet included on the list of resources
on file with the NWIC or County's Historic Property Data File Directory.

Air Quality
Campbell is located within the San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin (SFBAAB), which comprises all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara counties, the southern portion of Sonoma County, and the
southwestern portion of Solano County. Air quality in this area is determined by such natural factors as topography,
meteorology, and climate, in addition to the presence of existing air pollution sources and ambient conditions. The air
pollution potential of the Santa Clara Valley is high. High summer temperatures, stable air and mountains surrounding
the valley combine to promote ozone formation. Pollution sources are plentiful and complex in this subregion. The
Santa Clara Valley has a high concentration of industry at the northern end, in the Silicon Valley. Some of these industries are sources of air toxics as well as criteria air pollutants. The City will continue to monitor regional air quality
standards and do its part to improve the air quality in Campbell and the SFBAAB.

Biological Resources
Campbell is located within the Bay
Area/Delta bioregion, one of the
most populous areas of the State,
encompassing the San Francisco
Bay Area and the Sacramento-San
Joaquin River Delta. The water that
flows through the Delta supplies
two-thirds of California's drinking

found in the State. The most prevalent

within the search area. The search

cover type is "urban", which applies to

also revealed two sensitive natural

over 97% of the City's land area. A dis-

communities within the study area:

tinguishing feature of the urban wild-

Northern Coastal Salt Marsh and

life habitat in Campbell is the mixture

North Central Coast Drainage Sac-

of native and exotic species. The rest

ramento Sucker/Roach River. While

of the City is covered by lacustrine

these areas feature special vege-

(aquatic) and montane riparian (tree

tation, habitat for plants of special

dominated cover) habitats.

concern, and native and non-native

water, irrigating farmland, and sus-

A regional background search of spe-

taining fish and wildlife and their

cial-status species was conducted

habitat. The habitats and vegetation

to document occurrences within 10

of the Bay Area/Delta Bioregion are

miles of Campbell. The search re-

as varied as the geography.

vealed documented occurrences of

According to the California Wildlife
Habitat Relationship System, there
are three cover types (wildlife habitat
classifications) in the City out of 59

fish, both communities are located
outside of the City boundary.

31 special status plant species and
42 special status animal species (4
amphibians, 16 birds, 2 fish, 11 invertebrates, 8 mammals, and 1 reptile)
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COMMUNITY HEALTH
		& WELLNESS
Community health and wellness is related to a number of environmental categories
and topics. To fully understand this topic as it relates to Campbell, be sure to review
the other sections of this summary report for details on related topics including
circulation, parks and open space, and air quality.
The places where people live, work, and

professionals can help strategically de-

play profoundly shape the health of a

velop spaces and systems for safe and

community. Transportation options, ac-

healthy human activity.

cessible parks, crosswalks, the availability of grocery stores, and the prevalence
of fast food restaurants, and real or perceived levels of crime and safety are a few
examples of physical indicators that provide a framework for a community, sculpt
the daily routines of residents, impact lifestyle choices, and ultimately affect public
health and longevity. Collaborative work
between city planners and public health
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A growing body of evidence supports the
idea that the built environment (urban
form, design, and street configurations)
has a strong impact on the public’s health.
Increasing rates of chronic health conditions in the US have paralleled higher
levels of physical inactivity, auto-dependence, and consumption of foods high in
calories and low in nutrients. There is a
movement to better understand our deci-

Key Community Health and Wellness Indicators
Santa Clara
County Residents

California
Residents

44.6%

32.8%

7.8%

12.2%

Obese (body mass index of 30+)

20.8%

27.0%

Ever diagnosed with asthma

15.5%

14%

Residents with asthma with symptoms within the past year

64.9%

88.2%

9%

10.8%

Did not have any fast food in the previous week

49%

35.2%

Have health insurance

92%

88.1%

No significant psychological distress during the past year

97%

92.2%

Emotional, mental or dependency issues in the past year

14%

15.9%

Teens who volunteered in the past year

75%

59%

Children (ages 5-11) active every day for at least 1 hour
Teens active every day for at least 1 hour

Adults and teens who smoke tobacco

*For a complete list of sources, years, and references, please see Chapter 6 of the General Plan Update Existing Conditions Report.
sions about the way we structure our community. Walka-

ated, in part, with a number of factors related to planning,

ble urban form, more compact development, mix of land

including long commute times, exposure to crime, lack of

uses, transportation choices, and access to recreation

transportation choice, driving related stress, lack of ac-

spaces all increase physical activity, which can improve

cess to public spaces, and lack of opportunities for recre-

health outcomes.

ation and physical activity. Emissions from transportation

Land use and planning decisions play a role in determining community members’ behavioral and lifestyle choices
that ultimately impact their physical health and mental

sources are strongly linked with respiratory diseases, and
various toxic air contaminants are known or suspected to
cause asthma and cancer.

wellbeing. The quality, safety, location, and convenience

Addressing public health and wellness in the Campbell

of the pedestrian or bicycle environment, such as side-

General Plan Update acknowledges the profound effects

walks, bicycle lanes, signals, and crosswalks, may impact

of the built environment on travel choices, access to food,

a resident’s decision to use them, which in turn influences

levels of physical activity, and exposure to risk from ac-

physical activity levels. Similarly, neighborhood parks and

cidents or pollution. Each of these has a health impact,

open space provide an avenue for increased physical ac-

and the General Plan provides an opportunity to prevent

tivity. Infrastructure and zoning to support local food pro-

further disease and injury and sustain healthy lifestyle

cessing and distribution enables local food to be used in

choices for Campbell residents. Though the creation of a

the community where it was grown. Access to full-service

healthy general plan, Campbell can focus on opportunities

grocery stores and farmers’ markets is also correlated with

to affect changes in the overall health and wellbeing of the

increased consumption of fruits and vegetables.

community. There are a range of factors to consider when

Furthermore, urban design and maintenance can contribute to or decrease levels of crime and perceptions of pedestrian comfort and safety. Poor mental health is associ-

evaluating community health and wellness; key indicators
are highlighted on this page, but the General Plan Update
Existing Conditions Report provides a complete overview.
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